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Office Hours: Mon., Tues., Thurs. & Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT OFFICE
Mary Ann Bouchard
Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
Carlene Wiggin, Tax Collector
Linda Buxton, Deputy
Office Hours: Mon., Wed. & Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Wed. evenings 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
First Monday of each month throughout the year at Selectmen '
s
meeting - 8:00 p.m.
TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE
Linda Buxton, Town clerk
Kathie Felch, Deputy
Office Hours: Mon Wed. & Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Wed. evenings 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Michael Aquilina, Chief Town Hall 772-2929
Claire Mattin, Secretary Rockingham Dispatch 772-4716
FIRE DEPARTMENT, Robert Upton, Chief 772-5191
AMBULANCE , Rescue Squad 772-5191
SELECTMEN meet on 1st & 3rd Mon. monthly, Town Hall, 7:30 p.m.
PLANNING BOARD meets 1st & 3rd Thurs. monthly, Town Hall, 7:30 p.m.
BOARD OF APPEALS meets 1st Tues. monthly, Town Hall, 7:30 p.m.
CONSERVATION COMM . meets 3rd Thurs. monthly, Town Hall, 7:30 p.m.
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Carolyn Balfe Exp. 3/91
Police Department
Michael Aguilina, Chief Patrick Donnelley, Patrolman
G. Stephen Field, Sergeant Michael Segala, Patrolman
John Magyar, Sergeant James Ballentine, Patrolman
Fire Chief & Warden
Robert Upton





Sandra Mitchell, Chairman Exp. 3/92
Harold Bragg Exp. 3/90
Jackson Casey Exp. 4/91
Daniel Chaisson Exp. 4/91
Alan DeFreitas Exp. 4/90
Carl Kenerson Exp. 3/92
Animal Control
Robin Gilbert






Richard Boswell Exp. 4/90
Patricia Williams Exp. 4/91
Leslie Briggs. Exp. 4/92
John Sargent, Jr. Exp. 4/92
Robert Sargent Selectman
Conservation Commission
Joan Skewes, Chairman Exp 4/91
Carlene Durrell Exp A/90
George Gavutis, Jr. Exp A/91
Kimberly Casey Exp A/92
Judith Pease Exp 4/89
































Because the general public is often unaware of various laws and
regulations, the Town of Kensington has prepared the following list
as a guideline for those considering purchase, development or construction
in the town. This list is for information only and the public should
consult the appropriate officials or boards for further details.











































































No occupancy or use
of new or modified
building until
approved
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Kensington in the County of Rockingham
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
Polls will be open from 10:00 am to 7:30 pm.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Kensington
on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March, next at 10:00 of the clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officials for the year ensuing.
2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V & VI for an optional
veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for veterans
seeking the exemption? The optional veterans' exemption is $100, rather
than $50.
You are hereby notified to meet at the American Legion Hall in said
Kensington on Thursday, the fifteenth of March, next at 7:30 pm to act
upon article 3 and subsequent articles:
3. To raise such sums as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriations of same. Selectmen's estimate of
expenditures for the ensuing year is $48 3,198.00.
4. To see if the town will grant the selectmen authority to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the town will vote to authorize selectmen to accept the
Grange Hall as a town building. The Grange Hall is being donated to the
town by the local Grange Association in memory of Charles Eastman.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000) to resurface a portion of Muddy Pond Road.
7. To see if the town will vote to grant selectmen authority to enter
into a two-year lease for a police cruiser to replace the current leased
cruiser; the current lease expiring on Nov, 30, 1990. The yearly cost
of the lease is anticipated to be $6,147.72.
8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000 to purchase a used 12-bay Coca-Cola truck for use as a recyclable
collection vehicle and $500 for the maintenance of said truck for a total
of $1,500.
9. By petition of Linda Buxton and others: "To raise and appropriate
$3,348, the amount necessary to restore, deacidify and rebind the toT-T>'s
vital record volumes. This consists of 1 town meeting book dated 1737-1760
and 3 books of births, marriages and deaths dating back to 1737. These
books are used regularly and are in great need of repair in order to preserve
this town's history."
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10. By petition of Alicia M. Sargent and others: To see if the town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $509.00 to the Greater
Raymond Community Action Center, part of the Rockingham County Community
Action Program, Inc., a private non-profit, anti-poverty agency. This
amount represents •4. 5% of 11,313.00, the value of services rendered to
Kensington residents from July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989.
11. By petition of Nora Tuthill and others: As citizens of New Hampshire
assembled at Kensington Town Meeting we are concerned over the present
and future well-being of our town, state, nation and world. We call on
our representatives in Washington to work vigorously for substantial
reductions in military spending—spending for which the taxpayers of
Kensington paid approximately $2,300,520 in 1988, compared with our
property taxes of $1,689,932 for the same year—and to redirect our
federal tax dollars toward such programs as education, environmental
protection, deficit reduction, farming, housing, health care and the
welfare of the elderly and children.
12. By petition of Mildred Chase and others: To see if the Town of
Kensington will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $370 to assist
Seacoast Hospice, a non-provit organization.
13. By petition of Michael A. Segala, Jr. and others: To see if the town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,259.00, the amount
necessary to purchase one 1990 police cruiser. This consists of taking
part in the bid process with the New Hampshire State Police, in cooperation
with the Bureau of Purchase and Property. This participation will insure
the best acquisition cost, due to the economy of scales and purchasing
power of the New Hampshire State Police, of a new police cruiser for
the Town of Kensington, NH. Included in the purchase price is a 100,000
mile NO deductible warranty. The Chevrolet and Ford dealers were clearly
informed that this meant that, other than normal maintenance (brakes,
tires, lights etc.) they are responsible for the total cost of repairs
and parts.
14. By petition of Bob Hall and others: To see if the town will vote
to support the efforts to expand rail passenger service into northern
New England. The economic, environmental and social needs for intermodal
public transportation requires a new look at transportation in the 1990's.
15. By petition of Joan Skewes and others: To see if the town will
authorize selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in
land or money for the purposes of contributing to the local matching
portion required for acquiring^conservation land or interest in land
and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use
under the New Hampshire Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP)
RSA 221-A and authorize the selectmen to apply for and accept the state
matching funds under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the
fee or lesser interest in conservation land. Said appropriated funds
and state matching funds may be expended by majority vote of the conserva-
tion commission with the approval of the Selectmen.
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16. By petition of Nancy Roffman and others: To see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $650.00 to assist Rockingham
Counseling Center, formerly Rockingham Child and Family Services, a
private, non-profit organization, which offers quality counseling services
to our residents.
17. By petition of Sandra Fowler Mitchell and others: To see if the town
will vote to require that the town officials and agencies not participate
in any emergency planning activities for the Seabrook Nuclear Power
Plant outside of the ongoing litigation and hearings, concerning offsite
emergency planning.
18. By petition of Sandra Fowler Mitchell and others: To see if the
Town of Kensington will send a message to the Legislature and Governor
calling for a comprehensive toxics law requiring coordinated programs
of planning, research and development, education, enforcement, and
economic incentives to achieve toxics reduction by substitution with
safer substances.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come before the
Town Meetinq.
Robert Sargent, Susan Maire, Joseph Ripel
Selectmen of Kensington
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest:
Robert Sargent, Susan Maire, Joseph Ripel
Selectmen of Kensington
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RLCORD OF THE MARCH 1989 TOWN MEETING
KENSINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NLW HAMPSHIRE
The Polls will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Kensington in the County
of Rockingham
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Kensington on
Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March, next at 10:00 of the clock
in the
forenoon, to act upon the following articles:
The polls were open at 10:00 a.m. and the moderator stated the
absentee
ballots would be counted at the close of the polls.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.





Donald Grover 150 Frances DeFreitas 241




TAX COLLECTOR (1 Y^-)
AUDITORS (1 yr.) Vote for 2
Carlene Wiggin 314
Leslie Briggs 7
















ROAD AGENT (1 yr.)
CEMETERY TRUSTEE (3 yrs;.)
Carl Kenerson 264
Robert Sargent 7 Harriette Willoughby 300
Peter Kuegel 4
John York 2 LIBRARY TRUSTEE (3 yrs. )
FIRE ENGINEER (3 yrs. ) Dennis Willis 259
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of adopting the building code regulating the
use of metal chimneys in accordance with National Fire Codes, 1986?




You are hereby notified to meet at tiie American Legion Hall in said
Kensington on Thursday, the sixteenth day of March, next at 7:30 p.m. to
act upon article 3 and subsequent articles:
The meeting was called to order by moderator, Stephen Smith, at 7:35 p.m.
Rev. David Lennox led the meeting in the invocation and Les Briggs led
the meeting in the flag salute. It was announced by the moderator that
the third selectman, Joseph Ripel, could not be at the meeting tonight
and he sent his appologies. Mr. Smith announced the results of the elec-
tion of town officials and building code regulation voted on Tuesday. He
then announced the procedures for the night.
ARTICLE 3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Selectmen's estimate of expenditures for the ensuing year is
$430,513.00.
Selectman, Susan Maire, made note that there is a page in the town
report headed "Notes on Budget" that explains the goals of the select-
men in setting up this budget. Susan made a motion to accept the
budget, seconded by Betty Willoughby.
Three items were not printed in the town report so these amendments
have to be moved and acted upon now, stated Steve Smith. Hubert
Schweizer made a motion that the budget be amended to appropriate
$17,000 for the lease/purchase for one year of a pumper tanker fire
truck, seconded by Gordon Swift. Hubert explained that they have the
truck and this is the fourth year on the seven year lease/purchase
agreement.
After little discussion, the voice vote on the amendment was in the
affirmative.
As for the second amendment to the budget, Paul Steeves made a motion
to amend the budget to appropriate $11,884.00 to the Southeast
Regional Refuse Disposal District as the town's share of the opera-
tions budget for the year 1989-1990, seconded by Alfred Felch.
After a lengthy discussion, the voice vote on the amendment was in
the affirmative.
Carl Kenerson made a motion to amend the budget by $30,000 for re-
surfacing one mile of town roads, seconded by John Sargent, Jr.
Barbara Boudreau spoke against the article while others spoke for it.
The voice vote on the amendment was in the affirmative.
The moderator stated we had just passed three amendments. The select-
men's estimate of expenditures is now $489,397.00. The main motion
has been made and seconded and is now open for discussion. John
Sargent, Jr. made a motion to reduce the budget by $20,000, the salary,
clothing allowance and insurance cost for one full-time police
officer, seconded by Alicia Sargent. Steve Smith commented that this
amendment would reduce the overall budget by $20,000, not specifically
the police budget.
After much discussion the hand vote to reduce the budget to $469,397.00
did not carry. 14
We are now back to the amount of t48y,3S>7.00. Questions were raised on
the budget regarding the administrative assistants position, computer
operations and costs, animal control officer costs, leasing police
cruiser, out-of-house computer costs, bringing all computer services
in-house, auditing town records and tux map changes.
Voice vote on amended article, selectmen's estimate of expenditures of
$489,397.00 was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE A. To see if the town wishes to allow a discount on taxes paid
within to 30 days after presentation of tax bill.
Cary tasson made a motion to accept article k, seconded by several. A
motion was made by Cordon Swift to table the article, seconded by
Jessie York. The voice vote to table the article was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will grant the selectmen authority to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Selectman, Robert Sargent, made a motion to adopt the article, seconded
by Mike Schwotzer. Mr. Sargent spoke to the article. Last year with
semi-annual tax billing we borrowed $500,000.00 in order to make the
school payment before money from taxes are received.
The voice vote was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to instruct the town's
representatives to the Ceneral Court to respond to our solid waste
crisis by taking all necessary measures to insure that New Hampshire
adopt legislation that will permit consumers to return for refund of
deposit within New Hampshire all soda, beer, wine cooler and liquor
containers and that all unclaimed deposit monies shall be collected
by the state and no less than 80% shall be returned annually to local
municipalities for the sole purpose of implementing, expanding and
reimbursing community recycling projects. (By petition of Nora
Tuthill and others.
)
Nora Tuthill made a motion to adopt the article, seconded by James
Cormier. Nora spoke to the article by saying that this would give
us our chance to send our message to state legislatures to support
them in finding a solution in the growing solid waste disposal
problem. We have to resolve the solid waste crisis. Joan Kaler
made a motion to delete from this article the last part of the
last sentence, "for the sole purpose of implementing, expanding and
reimbursing community recycling projects," seconded by John
Sargent, Jr. There was no discussion on the amendment to delete the
last part of the last sentence. The voice vote on the amendment was
in the affirmative.
The voice vote on the amended article was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 7. By petition of Joan Skewes and others: To see if the town
will vote to appropriate 5% of the use change tax to be deposited into
the Conservation Commission Fund as provided for in Senate Bill 309.
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Joan Skewes made a motion to adopt the article, seconded by several.
Joan made a motion to change the word commission to land, seconded
by Judy Pease. A few questions were asked and answered by Betty
Willoughby and Sandra Gavutis. Voice vote on amendment to change
the word "Commission" to "Land" was in the affirmative.
A motion was made by Les Briggs to increase the percentage to 25%,
seconded by Judy Pease. After a little discussion the voice vote on
the amendment to change the article to read "25%" was in the
affirmative. Voice vote on the amended article was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 8. By petition of Peter C. Brucato and others: To see if
the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,391.12 to
the Lxeter Area Visiting Nurse Association for providing continued
health care services to residents of the town.
Peter Brucato made a motion to adopt the article, seconded by
several, Everett Doe, of Lxeter, spoke to the article, stating 273
residents of Kensington received services, most of them receiving
home care to cronically ill persons. Voice vote was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 9. By petition of Anya Greer and others: To see if the town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $405. 00 to the Women's
Resource Center, a non-profit organization to assist in funding the
Rape Crisis Intervention Program.
Sandra Gavutis made a motion to accept the article, seconded by Kevin
Rosencrantz. Nan Nutt spoke to the article. The voice vote was in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. By petition of Alicia M. Sargent and others: To see if
the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $846.00 to the Greater
Raymond Community Action Center, part of the Rockingham County Com-
munity Action Program, Inc., a private non-profit agency. This
amount represents 3.5% of $24,161.00, the value of services rendered
to Kensington residents from July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988.
A motion was made by AliciaSargent to adopt the article, seconded by
Gary Easson. Sandra Gavutis spoke to the article. The voice vote
was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 11. By petition of Nancy Roffman and others: To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 to
assist Rockingham Counseling Center, a private non-profit organization.
A motion was made by Margaret Rugger i to adopt the article, seconded
by several. Doris Swift and Margaret Sowers spoke to the article and
asked a few questions. Betty Willoughby spoke against the article.
John York made a motion to amend the article to read $1,000.00,
seconded by Gary Easson. John stated there was no one there to defend
the article so we should reduce it to $1,000.00. The voice vote on
the amendment was in the affirmative.
Peter Kuegel made a motion to table the article as no one was there
to speak to it, seconded by Betty Willoughby. The voice vote to
table the article was in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 12. By petition of Gordon L. Heal and otners: To see if
the town will vote to allow the town's public safety officials and
agencies to participate in emergency response planning, evacuation
drills, and exercises, graded and ungraded.
A motion was made by Gordon Heal to adopt the article, seconded by
several. Gordon Heal spoke to the article as a representative of the
fire department. Sandra Mitchell answered a couple questions and
stated she was in favor of the article and it does not conflict with
the following article. Gordon Swift said that there could be other
disasters in this town, not just the Seabrook Nuclear Plant problems
and we should be prepared for them.
The voice vote was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 13. By petition of Sandra F. Mitchell and others: To see if
the town will vote to require that the town officials and agencies
not participate in any emergency planning activities for the Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant outside of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Offsite Emergency Planning Hearings.
Sandra Mitchell made a motion to adopt the article, seconded by
Barbara Boudreau. Sandra Mitchell spoke to the article. Mark Kimball
and Bob Hall made comments. Hubert Schweizer made a motion to table
the article, seconded by several.
Hand vote to table the article did not carry.
Being a very controvercial issue, there was much more discussion for
and against this article. The moderator clarified that voting in the
affirmative means that we not participate in any emergency planning
activities. Hand Vote carried.
ARTICLE 14. By petition of Edward J. Ruggeri and others: To see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to
the Seacoast Mental Health Center. This figure represents 7% of
$7,088.75, the value of services rendered to 26 Kensington residents.
A motion was made by Ed Ruggeri to adopt the article, seconded by
Margaret Ruggeri. There was no discussion and the voice vote was in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE 15. By petition of James R. Rosencrantz and others: To see
if the voters of the town will vote to eliminate the position of
Administrative Assistant. Kensington is growing to be sure but the
position has not shown to Kensington the cost worth the results.
A motion was made by Jim Rosencrantz, Sr. to adopt the article,
seconded by Bill Wadleigh. There was much discussion and questions
regarding the administrative assistants salary, if a job description
was ever in writing, considering a town manager in the future, cutting
back hours and salary of someone in this position and statements
made in favor of maintaining this position. Margaret Sowers made a
motion to table the article, seconded by several.
Voice vote to table the article did not carry.
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The question was called for and clarified by the moderator that if
you vote yes you are eliminating the position, if you vote no you are
keeping the position. The hand vote did not carry, the position still
exists.
ARTICLE 16. By petition of Johanna Rice and others: To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $820.00 to assist
Seacoast Hospice, a non-profit organization.
John York made a motion to adopt the article, seconded by Nora
Tuthill. John York made a motion to table the article as no one was
there to speak to it, seconded by several. The hand vote to table
the article was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 17. To transact any other business that may legally come
before the Town Meeting.
John York made remarks of the condition of the town report and that
you can't understand it or read it because of the poor printing job.
It does not reflect how the town is being run. We need a more in-
formative report and he made a resolution to that effect. The moderator
stated this is just advice to the selectmen. No new business can be
brought forward under this article. Nothing in this article has a
legal effect, it is just advice to the selectmen. The resolution is:
To advise the selectmen to produce a more informative town report.
The voice vote was in the affirmative.
Bill Wadleigh remarked that we have not been having an auditors report
in the town report the past couple years. Joan Kaler remarked that
last year it was very hard to work with the computer figures and the
treasurers figures. John York stated that the Department of Revenue
Taxation said the auditors report does not have to be available at
town meeting time. The report has to be posted in the town offices
when available if it is not printed in the town report.
Betty Willoughby made a motion for the selectmen to appoint a five
member recycling committee to start on plans for the town to begin
recycling, seconded by several. The voice vote was in the affirmative.
This is just advice to the selectmen.
Gary Easson suggested the town reports be delivered next year, on or
about the first of March. Bob Hall spoke for the boy scouts who
delivered the town reports last year. He is in favor of individual
residents picking up their own town reports at the town hall.
Russell Merrill made a motion to adjourn the meeting, seconded by
several. The voice vote carried.





Many of the decisions made by the Board during 1989 will have long
range effects on the town.
New septic system regulations were adopted for more local control
over the placement of systems. It was felt that this was important
to relieve problems in future years.
Trash disposal has been and will continue to be of major concern
to the Board. We have decided to stay with the Kingston landfill for
the present time but are reviewing all options available for the future.
Thanks to the hard work of the Recycling Committee and the interest
of the townspeople, we now have an active recycling program.
Our computer system is now in full use at the town office. In
addition to tax billing and records we now do all accounts payable in
house
.
Finally, we would like to express our special thanks to Administra-
tive Assistant Mary Ann Bouchard and Selectmen's Secretary Betty Willoughby
for all their hard work during the past year. We also thank all the
volunteers on the various committees and boards for serving their town.
We would like to encourage more townspeople to participate in their
local government. If you have an interest in serving on a committee





BUDGET FOR THE TOWN OF KENSINGTON
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
Actual Approp.


















































Health Department 100 50 100
WELFARE
General Assistance 1,000 254 1,000
Library 34,925 34,925 36,671
Library Salaries -0- 19,603 -0-
Parks & Recreation 680 585 1,000
Town Park Maintenance 500 588 500
Patriotic Purposes 300 185 300
Conservation Commission 150 106 150
DEBT SERVICE












Exeter Visiting Nurse Art. 8 2,391
Women's Resource Ctr. Art. 9 405
Rock. Community Action Art. 10 846









OPERATING TRANSFERS - OUT
Land Use Conservation Fund
Trans, from Land Use Change




















Int. & Penalties on Taxes
Fees on Taxes
Fees on Tax Sales
Tax Sales Redeemed
Money in Lieu of Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
Shared Revenue Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Road Toll Tax









































Est. Rev. Actual Rev. Est. Rev
1989 1989 :L990
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Rental of Town Property 250 101 100
Reimbursement - Fires -0- 145 -0-
MISCELLANEOUS
Interest on Deposits 20,000 26,147 20 ,000
Kensington Pub. Lib. (salaries) -0- 21,282 -0-
Refunds -0- 924 -0-
Bad Checks -0- 90 -0-
Overpayments -0- 69 -0-
Cemetery -0- 70 -0-
Parks & Recreation -0- 172 -0-
Non-revenue Receipts -0- 1,771 -0-
Miscellaneous Income -0- 1,859 -0-
Miscellaneous Sales -0- 394 -0-
OTHER
Cemetery Trust 1,000 1,200 880
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Wiggin, Carlene $ 7,000.00
Ripel, Joseph H. 1,000.00
Felch, Kathie J. 776.50
Buxton, Linda C. 3,101,50
Carter, Leslie 800.00
Sargent, Robert 1,250.00




Maclean Hunter Market Rpt. (motor vehicle books) 137.00
Recycled Paper Co. (copier paper) 399.50
Rockingham County (recordings) 12.00
Batchelder's Bookstore (supplies) 15-1.89
Brown's River Bindery Inc. (dog tags) 108.29
Computer Professionals (accounts payable) 2,802.25
Charles Tucker (legal expense) 170.00
Wiggin, Carlene (expenses) 1,021.1-1
Equity Publishing Co. (books) 72.00
The Flower Patch (flowers) 40.00
Homestead Press ( supplies) 27.98
Willoughby, Harriette (wages and supplies) 5,120.68
Jones & Beach (engineering) 30.00
Ripel, Joseph H. (expenses) 125.00
Kensington Fire Department (calendar) 10.50
Felch, Kathie J. (expenses) 4-1.00
Buxton, Linda C. (expenses) 717.38
Land & Boundry (title work) -541.00
Leslie H. Carter (expenses) 157.39
Bouchard, Mary Ann (wages and supplies) 6,999.88
National Market Reports, Inc. (books) 107.00
NH Assoc. Asses ing Off. (dues) 20.00
NH City, Town Clerk Assoc, (dues) 12.00
NH Municipal Assoc, (dues) 488.15
NH Tax Collectors Assoc, (dues) 27.00
NH State Library (report) 4.70
Postmaster (postage) 275.00
Rockingham County News (advertisement/notices) 120.65
Registrar of Deeds (recording) 243.00
Rockingham County Probate Court (death cert.) 2.50
Sargent, Robert (expenses) 200.00
Gavutis, Sandra (wages) 3,250.02
Ma ire, Susan (expenses) 125.00




Doris Bickford (salary) 6.07
Schweizer, Christine (salary) 35.65
Wiggin, Carlene (salary) '12.25
Bragg, Doria A. (salary) 40.00
Bickford, Doris (salary) 6.56
Prescott, Edith (salary) 36.65
Sanborn, Emmons (salary) 67.50
American Legion Post 105 (janitor) 20.00
Kensington Women's Guild (food) 100.00
Felch, Kathie J. (salary) '12.25
Rockingham County News (advertisement) 67.05
Smith, Stephen (salary) 60.00
Total $ 523.98
CEMETERIES
A & F Building Supplies (mortar) 62.60
Andover Marker Company (pins for lot survey) 109.51
Denis Brass Foundry (finials for fence) 393.75
Exeter Monument Works (stone vrork) 800.00
John W. Sargent, Jr. (vault racks) 164. 15
Aubuchon Hardware (supplies) 13.69
Willoughby, Harriette (blades for mower) 33.30
James R. Rosencrantz Inc. (bagger and parts) 231.54
Kensington Grocery (gas and oil) 194.69
Ralston-Flagg Inc. (trimmer) 250.00
Bisbee, Raymond (wages) 2,374.95
R.H. Blood & Sons Inc. (loam) 64.00
Rockingham Feed & Supply (lime) 178.50
Total $ 4,870.68
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Kemco Inc. (copier repair) 163.25
John W. Sargent, Jr. (handicap ramp extension) 145.00
Kemco Inc. (copier cleaning) 95.0
Ricker Enterprises (handicap ramp) 1,299.99
All Makes Sew & Vac. (repair) 26.00
AT&T Cons. Prods Div. (phone lease) 44.48
Aubuchon Hardware (supplies) 73.42
Batchelder's Bookstore (supplies) 117.73
The Copy Center of Exeter (town report) 910.00
Down To Earth Landscapes (grounds maintenance) 350.00
C & C Elliott Inc (fuel) 1,354.83
Equity Publishing Corp. (books) 186.45
Sanborn, Emmons (janitor) 418.28
Exeter & Hampton Electric (electricity) 771.05
Exeter Banking Co. (safe deposit box) 15.00
Willoughby, Harriette (election box blanks) 3.52
Aquilina, Lea T (office cleaning) 940.00
Bernier Electric (electrical work) 62.50
New England Telephone (phones) 802.53
Treasurer, State of NH (boiler inspection) 25.00
NYNEX (phone) 1,848.57







Charles Tucker (legal) 303.00
Bouchard, Mary Ann (secretary) 325.00
Postmaster (postage) 110.00
Rockingham County News (legal notices) 230.20
Rockingham Planning Comm. (dues, books, circuit rider,
water resources study) 2,646.40
Total $ 3,614.60
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
NH Municipal Assoc, (law lecture) 7.00
Marden, Nancy (secretary) 230.00
Rockingham County News (legal notices) 176.43
Total $ 413.43
BUILDING INSPECTION
Sadler, Donald (building) 1,046.50
Hubert Schweizer (burner insp.
)
165.00
Bernier Elec. (electrical insp.) 416.00
Total $ 1,627.50




G & E Securities (base radio) 158.00
Hilltop Leasing Corp. (cruiser lease) 5,254.00
Institute of Police Technology (accident template) 9.95
2 Way Communications (pager maintenance) 18.47
Associated Bag Co. (evidence bags) 138.55
Allied Printing, Inc. (forms) 78.50
Al's Automotive Service (repairs) 164.50
Aubuchon Hardware (supplies) 31.32
Big Al's Gun Shop (anrnunition) 5.25
Batchelder's Bookstore (supplies) 430.81
Ben's Uniforms (uniforms) 556.70
Blue Ribbon Cleaners (cleaning uniforms) 738.86
Citgo Petroleum Corp. (gas) 4,814.95
Mattin, Claire (salary) 1,122.00
2 Way Communications Svce. (pager maintenance) 30.00
Cummings, Douglas (salary) 459.38
Exeter Glass Company, Inc. (windshield replacement) 174.60
Eguity Publishing Corp. (books) 76.75
Emergency Warning Systems (cruiser light bar) 1,062.00
Exeter Photo (film & processing) 366.60
Foster's Daily Democrat (advertisement) 35.28
Field, G. Stephen (salary) 2,787.75
Guns For Less (ammunition) 130.00
G.A. Thompson Co. (forms) 34.16
NHMA Health Trust (insurance) 5,891.62
Intoximeters , Inc. (breathalizer tubes) 30.35
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Magyar, John P. (salary) 18,822.71
Kensington Police Association (supplies) 109.99
Sturtevant, Lisa M. (salary) 4,750.02
Mattin, Claire (salary) 1,038.00
Aquilina, Michael (salary) 29,310.09
Bouchard, Mary Ann (salary) 1,116.66
MCI Communications (phone) 137.62
McFarland Ford Sales, Inc. (auto parts) 100.56
Keenan, Marygail( salary) 2,088.00
Segala, Michael (salary) 1,437.50
Nat. Assoc, of 42.00
New England Telephone Co. (phone) 1,057.52
Neptune, Inc. (uniforms) 254.00
NH Assoc, of Police Chiefs (dues) 20.00
NH Dept. of Safery (radar) 99.00
Donnelly, Patrick (salary) 2,446.50
Gilbert, Robin (salary) 935.00
Rockingham County News (advertisement) 62.50
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc. (auto parts) 641.71
Robert A. Marston, DVM (animal control) 142.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. (parts) 112.01
Sargent-Sowell, Inc. 97.43
Estey, Scott (salary) 2,107.00
Sullivan Tire Co. (tires) 533.99
Westfield Life Insurance (insurance-Chief) 129.00
Theriault, Wayne (salary) 3,395.00
Total $95,586.16
FIRE DEPARTMENT - GENERAL
Anton Enterprises (tank repair T-3) 924.00
Christine Brewster (forest fire) 17.58
David Cole (forest fire) 11.72
Eugene Boudreault (forest fire) 11.72
Franklin Felch (forest fire) 11.72
George Cole (forest fire) 11.72
Gordon Heal (forest fire) 11.72
Goldie Selfe (forest fire) 11.72
Robert Irish (training) 200.00
Kenneth Durrell (inspect fire ponds) 300.00
Linden Plumbing & Heating (repairs) 50.64
Melvin Armstrong (forest fire) 13.50
Mark Kimball (forest fire) 13.50
Mark Kimball (forest fire) 6.75
Melissa Sadler (forest fire) 17.58
Nanco ( 93.66
Peter Brucato (forest fire) 11.72
Richard Simpson (forest fire) 11.72
SCBA Repairs (repair) 39.92
Silk Screen Specialties (bunker gear) 445.08
United Plastics Fab. Inc. (replacement tank deposit) 6,000.00
Alfred Felch (forest fire) 33.75
American Fire Journal (subscription) 16.95
Angela Lennox (training) 16.00
Anton Enterprises (equipment) 1,183.54
2?
American Red Cross (training) 125.00
ARJAY True Value (repair & maintenance) 404.81
AT&T Information Systems (phone) 111.60
AT&T Cons. Prods. Div. (phone) 72.39
Aubuchon Hardware (bldg. maint.) 7.01
Bound Tree Corp. (ambulance equip) 157.99
Citgo Petroleum Corp. (gas) 632.88
Conway Assoc. 3,840.10
Clarissa Parsons (forest fire) 17.58
David Cole (forest fire) 11.72
Donald Sadler (forest fire) 23.44
C & C Elliott, Inc. (heat) 1,272.67
Emergency (subscription) 37.95
Exeter & Hampton Elec. (electricity) 836.95
The Exeter Hospital (EKT training) 530.00
Fire Engineering (training) 42.95
Gregg Durrell (forest fire) 11.72
Harley Cole (forest fire) 29.30
Hampton Motor Co., Inc. (repairs) 543.21
Hubert Schweizer (forest fire) 43.30
Int. Enter. Fire Mut. Aid (dues) 13.00
James R. Rosencrantz Inc. (repairs) 29.71
Jems (training) 39.94
Jeff Melanson (forest fires) 11.72
Kensington Fire Dept. (reimbursement) 263.00
LJM Service Inc. (air pack maint.) 589.67
Marr Radio Corp. (pagers & repair) 3,126.50
Municipal Leasing Corp. (truck lease) 17,000.00
Nanco (supplies) 48.19
Nanco (supplies) 29.69
National Fire Protection Assoc, (dues) 173.85
New England Telephone Co. (phone) 1,779.61
NH State Fireman's Assoc, (dues) 170.00
Treasurer, State of NH (corp. assessment) 25.00
Printers Oil Supply Co. (repairs) 59.00
Priscilla Schweizer (training) 5.86
Robert Andrews (forest fire) 13.50
Robbins Auto Parts (parts) 9.70
Robert J. Sargent (forest fire) 25.22
Robert Upton (forest fire) 20.25
Seacoast Chief Fire Assoc, (dues & assessments) 420.00
Strafford Communications (repairs) 114.00
Sunoco (gas) 72.74
Walton's Auto Lab (repairs) 45.50
W.S. Nickerson, Auto Parts (repairs) 16.18
Clarissa Parsons (forest fire) 11.72
David Cole (forest fire) 11.72
Gregg Durrell (forest fire) 11.72
Gordon Swift (forest fire) 11.72
Jeff Melanson (forest fire) 11.72
Neil Boucher (forest fire) 11.72
Robert Andrews (forest fire) 13.50
Alfred Felch (forest fires) 20.25
Hubert Schweizer (forest fire) 23.52




Sandra Mitchell (expenses) 36.00
Total $ 36.00
HIGHWAY MAINT. - GENERAL
Carl Kenerson (services & equipment) 2,000.00
Lebor Construction Inc. (plowing & sanding) 6,455.75
Brian Kenerson (services & equip.) 16,064.50
CP Building Supply (snow fence) 198.50
Down To Earth Landscapes (install snow fence) 350.00
Eastern Specialty Products (sand/salt additive) 1,027.40
George Brox Paving Co. (paving) 15,957.56
Granite State Minerals (salt) 2,623.37
Lucien Lizotte (mowing) 1,200.00
New England Barricade (signs) 1,059.97
Peter Kuegel (services & equip.) 5,025.00
Plourde Sand & Gravel (sand & gravel) 2,902.43
R.C. Hazelton Co., Inc. (parts) 46.72
Tilcon Maine, Inc. (sand & gravel) 1,549.35
Total $56,460.55
STREET LIGHTING
Exeter & Hampton Electric 814.32
Total $ 814.32
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
Carl Kenerson (services & equip.) 4,250.61
George Brox Paving Co, (paving) 14,162.59
NH Bituminous co. (hot top) 4,872.80
Peter Kuegel (services) . 550.00
Total $23,836.00
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL-STEEVES
Steeves Disposal Service (trash pick-up) 31,732.18
Total $31,732.18
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL-KINGSTON
Town of Kingston, NH (landfill fees) 33,312.78
Rehrig-Pacific (recycling bins) 460 . 00
Total $33,772.78
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL-SPECIAL
Advanced Recycling (metal disposal) 294.00
Steeves Disposal Service (metal pick-up) 720.00
SE Reg. Solid Waste Dist. (dues) 1,985.00
Total $ 2,999.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT




Rockingham County (food bank) 150.00
C & C Elliott (fuel assist) 103.79





Head, Sara J 6,583.53
Total $19,603.66
LIBRARY-TRUSTEES
Kensington Public Library (appropriation) 34,925.00
Total $34,925.00
PARKS AND RECREATION
Kensington Little League (ballfield cleanup) 84.50
Wendy E. Lawler (summer program) 500.00
Total $ 584.50
TOWN PARK MAINTENANCE
Aubuchon Hardware (supplies) 16.14
Bio-Spray (poison ivy spray) 75.00
Kensington Grocery 5.00
NH Recreation & Parks (dues) 10.00





American Legion Post 105 (Memorial Day Parade) 185.00
Total $ 185.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Joan Skewes (expenses) 33.00
NH Assoc. Conservation com. (dues) 73.00
Total $ 106.00
LAND CONSERVATION FUND
RSL Layout & Design (survey Hodges property) 3,182.50
Total $ 3,182.50
INSURANCE
Elwell-Collishaw Ins. (position schedule bond) 998.00
NH Municipal Assoc. (Property liability) 14,355.00
NH Mun Worker's Comp (workmen's comp) 11,648.00
NH Municipal Assoc, (property liability) 2,200.00
Wiggin General Contractor (loss expenses) 673.98
Total $29,894.98
FICA-TOWN EXPENSE
Exeter Banking Co. 2,124.98
Indian Head Bank 3,454.53
Internal Revenue Service 3.37




NH Mun. Comp Fd 575.38
NH Retirement System 49.14
Total $ 624.52
RETIREMENT EXPENSE
NH Retirement System (police ret.) 3,087.89
Total $ 3.087.89
MEDICARE EXPENSE
Exeter Banking Co. 208.22




Callaway Chemical Company 91 . 50





Northern Utilities, Inc. 814.00
Norman J. Veilleux 34.00





Townsend W. Thorndike 7.00
Wilhelm Kutsch 69.00
Total $ 3,782.52
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Carlene Wiggin, Tax Coll. 88,187.97
Total $88,187.97
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Kensington School District 1,440,733.00
Total $1,440,733.00
PAYMENTS TO STATE OF NH
Treasurer, State of NH 99.00
Treasurer, State of NH 239.50
State Treasurer 109.11
Total $ 447.61
PAYMENTS TO ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
Rockingham County Treasurer 91,078.00
Total $91,078.00
WARRANT ARTICLES
#8 Exeter VNA 2,391.12
#9 Women's Resource Center 405.00
#10 Rockingham Community Action 846.00






Balance January 1, 1989 -14,,108,,24
Received From Carlene Wiqqin , Tax Collector
:
,791,972.72Property Taxes 1,
Property Tax Interest 13,872.96
Interst On Taxes-Post Sale 5,143.79
Fees On Taxes-Post Sale 708.87
Yield Taxes 1,498.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 54,034.80
Land Use Change Tax 18,688.00
Overpayments-Tax Collector 68.90
Bad Checks-Tax Collector 10.00
Fees-Tax Sales 1,804.50
Monies Received in Lieu of Taxes 394.12
Petty Cash 50.00 1,888,,246.,66
Received From Linda Buxton, Town Clerk:
141,187.00Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses 906.00
Marriage Licenses 256.00
Bad Checks-Town Clerk 80.00
Filing Fees 6.00
Petty Cash 50.00 142,,485,.00





Received From Kensington Public Library:
47,032.51
.99
Received From New Hampshire !State Treasury
:
Revenue Sharing Distribution
Highway Block Grant 23,835.51
Forest Land Reimbursement 66.65
Reimbursement-Account of Fires 145.03
Unemployment Fund Dividend 346.00 71
.
,425,.70
Received From Other Sources:
Pistol Permits 83.00
Planning & Zoning 439.40
Percolation Test Fees 25.00
Variance Application Fees 554.60
Current Use Application Fees 38.00
Miscellaneous Fees 220.00
Rental of Town Property 101.00
Sale of Photocopies 81.50
Sale of Ordinances 260.00
Miscellaneous Sales 53.00
Miscellaneous Income 1,858.72







Interest on Certificates of Deposits
Refunds
Non Revenue Receipts
Received From Fleet Bank of N.H. :
Tax Anticipation Loans (2)
Total Receipts - 1989
Paid Per Order Of Selectmen





















Balance Jan. 1, 1989
1989 Interest
From General Fund
Balance of Conservation Comm Budget-
Less pmt. to RSL Layout & Design





















Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1989
DR.
Uncollected Taxes - Beg.
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Fiscal Year:
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes

























Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes









Land Use Change Tax
















Summary of Tax Lien Accounts




Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Taxes Executed to Town During
Fiscal Year:













Remittance to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Cost After Lien










Summary of Taj: Sale Accounts to Other Purchasers
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1989
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes Beginning
of Fiscal Year:






Remittance to Purchasers During
Fiscal Year:










2075 Auto Registrations $ 141,187.00
203 Dog Licenses 906.00
10 Marriage Licenses 256.00
8 Bad Check Penalty Charges 80.00
Filing Fees 6.00
Petty Cash 50.00
Total Receipts $ 142,485.00
Paid to Treasurer $ 142.485.00
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT
Report not submitted.
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SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1989 - SERVICES RECEIVED BY RESIDENTS
SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH $500.00
152 hours of service to 14 or more individuals including testing, counseling
and emergency services
EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION - $2,391.00
Home Care Services
19 Nursing visits
69 Home visits Ipy therapists
2 Other home visits
Adult Health Services
9 Footcare Clinic visits
5 Blood Pressure Screenings
3 Skin Cancer Screenings
42 Flu immunizations
Maternal & Child Health Services
1 Home visit
6 Well-child Clinic visits
156 Total Units of Service
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC. $846.00
Fuel Assistance













Balance January 1, 1989
1989 Interest
From Land Use Change Tax
1989 Balance of Cons. Comm. appropriation
Less Payment to RSL Layout & Design











Cash Balance, December 31, 1989
Unredeemed Taxes - 1987 Levy
Unredeemed Taxes - 1988 Levy






















Total Town Appropriations 446,539
Total Revenues and Credits - 215,120
Net Town Appropriations = 231,419
Net School Tax Assessment + 1,467,245
County Tax Assessment + 91,078
Total of Town, School, County = 1,789,742
Business Profits Tax Reimbursement - 30,702
War Service Credits + 6,400
Overlay + 47,255





Total Value Before Exemptions 104,738,365
Less Exepmtions 200,000
Valuation On Which Tax Rate Is Computed 104,538,365
PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION












Tax Rate Per Thousand 17.34 16.72
CURRENT USE REPORT
Number of Property Owners 95
Total Number of Acres in Current Use 4,107
Market Value 9,470,900
Current Use Credit 8,964,087
Current Use Value 506,813
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AUDITORS' REPORT
After examination of the accounts of the Town Clerk, Tax
Collector, Selectmen, Trustee of Trust Funds and Town Treasurer
of the Town of Kensington for 1989, the Auditors hereby deem the






Building permits for 1989 totaled only $975,600.00. This is down from
1988 when the town issued $1,344,600.00 and down from our record year in
1986 when the town issued $5,924,465.00 in permits.
I would also like to thank all the selectmen, past and especially the
present selectmen, Robert Sargent (Chairman), Susan Maire and Joe Ripel,
for their care and consideration that goes into running a small town like
Kensington.
Respectfully submitted,
Donald Sadler (Resigned 12/31/89)
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
During 1989 the Trustees completed several projects that had commenced
in prior years. A total of 98 missing or broken finials on the fence were
replaced with new castings. These have been painted and installed on the
fence along Amesbury Road and complete the restoration of the fence. Thanks
to the efforts of Don Willoughby and Harold Bragg the two gates can now be
opened and closed with ease. We would like to remind the residents of
Kensington that the gates are closed except for Memorial Day week-end and
funerals. The poor visibility when exiting from the cemetery onto Amesbury
Road warrants this action. We encourage residents to use the roadway next
to the Grange Hall.
The resetting of the monuments was completed in the fall. Sections of
monuments that are broken have been secured with stainless steel wire. This
procedure was followed because there are conflicting procedures on repairing
broken stones and, until the "experts" agree, and funds are available, the
sections are secured. We are grateful to all who contributed to this project.
Racks have been fabricated and installed in the Burial Vault. We are
indebted to John Sargent, Jr. for donating his time and labor on this project.
The north facade of the Burial Vault has been faced with field stone.
Dick Drew and Dick Lawler generously donated their time, labor, materials,
stones and their expertise in this project. This year we plan to grade the
area around the Vault and complete this project.
With our very limited budget we will endeavor to maintain the cemetery
grounds as in the past. We are indebted to the Bisbees for their care and
concern. Because of our small budget we would like to encourage residents
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who have cemetery plots to establish perpetual care for their plots to
help defray the cost of maintenance.
We would like to remind you of the guide lines adopted in 1987:
Burial Procedures : In the event of a death, the family should contact
the Town Office or one of the Cemetery Trustees.
Lot Selection : In the event that the family does not already have a
plot, the Cemetery Trustees will assist the deceased's family in selecting
one. There are two graves per plot.
Winter Burials : Due to weather, road conditions and frozen or muddy





Wages $ 2 ,605.00
Equipment Maintenance 300.00
Supplies:








Trust Fund Income (approx. ) 880.00
Budget Request $ 3 ,150.00
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
As a Conservation Commission we try to encourage the protection of
natural features of the land and discourage the disturbance of sensitive
areas.
In 1989 we reviewed several site development plans as requested by the
town planning board. Specific concerns were addressed and after site
inspections, recommendations were made to the planning board.
Disturbance of any kind in a wetland requires a Dredge and Fill permit
from the State Wetlands Board. The Commission reviews each application.
Working as an advisory board, the Commission communicates with the Wetlands
Board offering suggestions to reduce the impact of the disturbance.
R.S.L. Survey completed the survey of Hodges' Parcel in the early part
of 1989. The final plan is on file at the town hall and Rockingham County
Registry of Deeds. The Commission has walked the entire boundary of the
parcel and is in the process of preparing a formal land-use plan as recommended
by the Society of the Protection of New Hampshire Forests.
In addition, the Commission worked with Jon Larsen, a local Eagle Scout,
who cut a trail system on the town land off Route 108. Now there are several
trails which run throughout the property enhancing its enjoyment.
The Commission continues to work with the Land Conservation Investment
Program and possible donators of conservation easements. These possible
conservation easements will help protect the land and will contribute to the
establishment of a greenbelt throughout the town.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan Skewes
FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1989
During 1989 the Fire Department responded to 139 calls using 1223 man hours
to. answer them as follows:
Chimney 5 Woods-grass 9
Vehicle Fires A Ambulance 59
Vehicle Accidents 18 Ambulance-Mutual Aid 8




Hubert H. Schweizer, Jr.
As of January 1, 1990, Robert Upton will be chief of the Fire Department
and may be reached at 772-4681
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Equip, "epair & Replacement
































Plowing & Sanding $21,000
Sand 3,000
Salt 3,500
Brush & Trees 3,000
Mowing Sides of Roads 1,200
Signs & Barricades 1,000





Snow Fence Replacement 1,500




KENSINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1989




Fines and Book Sale
Copier/Telephone/Other
Gifts: Library Trust Funds































































Cash on hand 12/31/89 NOW & MMIA Accounts
34,721.21
$15,056.51









signed: Carolyn R. Balfe, Treasurer/Trustee
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KENSINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY PROPOSED BUDGET 1990
According to the N.H. State Library Law, all fine money shall be
spent on books and trust funds according to designation. Gifts
and memorial funds are spent as requested.
1990 1989 1988
Salaries $21,388.50 $20,370.00 $17,300.00
Social Security $1,606.50 1,530.00 1,300.00
Heat (Oil & Electricity) $3,675.00 3,500.00 3,500.00
Lights $1,023.75 975.00 975.00
Operating Expenses $813.75 775.00 950.00
Referrence Materials $420.00 400.00 400.00
Books $5,250.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
Magazines $420.00 400.00 500.00
Cleaning Supplies/Snow Removal $210.00 200.00 1,800.00
Equipment Repair $210.00 200.00 200.00
Insurance $0.00 0.00 0.00
Dues and Conventions $367.50 350.00 350.00
Telephone $525.00 500.00 450.00
Education $367.50 350.00 350.00
Book Binding $210.00 200.00 200.00
Postage $183.50 175.00 0.00
Miscellaneous $0.00 0.00 0.00
Total $36,671.00 $34,925.00 $33,275.00
Respectfully submitted,
Carolyn R. Balfe, Trustee
PLANNING BOARD REPORT
No report submitted.
PLANNING BOARD BUDGET 1990
Legal Fees $ 750
Engineering Fees 500




TOTAL 1990 APPROPRIATION $ 6,800
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REPORT OF THE KENSINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
As your Chief of Police, I am pleased to report to you the activities
and progress of the Kensington Police Department for the calendar year
1989.
In March of 1989, we lost one of our full-time officers to the
Enforcement Division of the New Hampshire Liquor Commission. The 1989
Police budget, approved in March of that year, allowed for three full-
time officers. We were unable to attract qualified applicants for what
we were offering for salary and benefits at that time.
Because of that we revised our approved budget and were fortunate
to find qualified and dedicated part-time officers to cover the Town
as proposed and endorsed by the town meeting. This represented approxi-
mately $5,300.00 in savings in the 1989 budget.
For 1990, my proposed budget is only 3^ percent over the actual
expenditures for 1989. This 1990 proposal is approximately $2,000.00
less than the town allowed us in 1989. Certainly, this request is not
unreasonable
.
Even though my proposal is less than the 1989 approved budget,
it will not be jeopardizing the current level of service. This proposal
also allows for competitive salary increases for all police personnel.
I'm happy to inform the town that the crime rate has decreased
dramatically in some areas in 1989 such as thefts, minors in possession
of alcohol, assaults and burglaries. I'm proud to report that a 1989
survey showed Kensington as having the lowest burglary rate in the
Seacoast area.
In 1989 we were able to maintain high visibility on the town.
This, I feel, was a major contributing factor in the lowered crime rate.
On the other hand, I am equally proud to report a major increase
in overall arrests, especially in the area of drunk drivers. You may
also be interested in eharing that we are maintaining a 98% conviction
rate in the courts. This is due to the quality and professionalism
of your Department.
On behalf of the Police Department, I would like to thank everyone
who has given us support throughout the year. I also appreciate those
who have voiced constructive criticism. Their advise and ideas have
been noted and in some instances acted upon.
If our T^Dartment is to remain effective we must have your support,
therefore I strongly urge all citizens to attend the 1990 town meeting.
Remember this is your Police Department. We are here to serve
you. Our emergency phone number is 772—1716 and our business phone
number is 772-2929. The office is open Monday through Friday, 8 A.M.
to 12 Noon.
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For your information, the following is a consolidated crime report







Criminal Mischief 15 16
Domestic Offenses 36 39
Disorderly Conduct 2 1
Arrests (Misc.) 63 91
Alarm Activations 74 72
D.W.I 5 20
Motor Vehicle Violations 422 •124
Motor Vehicle Accidents 45 47
Vacant House Checks 79 79
Animal Complaints 95 101
Medical Assist 43 45
Untimely Deaths/Suicide (Attempted) 3 4
Missing Persons 7 1
Possession of Alcoholic Beverage 35 5
Assault 7 4
Criminal Threatening 10 1
Sexual Assault 2
Child Abuse 2 1
1990 PROPOSED POLICE BUDGET
1989 APPROVED 1989 ACTUAL 1990 PROPOSED 1990 SELECTMEN
BUDGET EXPENSES BUDGET REVISED BUDGET
Animal Control $ 1,000.00 $ 1,050.00 $ 1,000.00
Cruiser Maint. 1-833.55 1,800.00 1,800.00
Eguipment 1,694.84 2,200.00 2,200.00




Operating Exp. * '
ilj - uu
1,799.96 2,200.00 2,200.00
Training 380.60 400.00 400.00
Salaries 71,898.94 74,486.00 70,346.00
Support Exp. 1,184.05 1,500.00 1,500.00
Uniforms 1,349.96 1,500.00 1,500.00
Cruiser Lease 4,752.00 4,752.00 4,752.00
$103,319.00 $97,975.54 $101,356.00 $96,816.10
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REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMISSION
The Recreation Commission had a busy year. We are enthused by the
participation in and support of new programs. The successes were made possible
in a large part by volunteers.
The ski program was a great success. The committee sponsored three trips
to Mt. Sunapee. On each trip eighty to one hundred people enjoyed skiing at a
very reasonable price. The first trip of the 1990 season was once again
enjoyed by over one hundred people.
The pond at the Town Park is now ready for ice skating. Over twenty
people worked diligently in November to get the pond in condition. We extend
a special thanks to Peter Kuegel for helping with his equipment and Harold
Bragg for keeping the ice clear. Donna Carter did an excellent job organiz-
ing the clean-up.
Last spring over forty parents and children cleaned the pavilion area
and prepared the baseball field for the Little League, Farm Team and Girls'
Softball teams. The Kensington Recreation Commission sponsored the girls'
softball team. Twenty-five girls learned Softball skills and travelled to
surrounding towns for games. The head coaches, Dave and Rita Podalsky,
volunteered many hours to the program.
Last summer several children participated in the summer program at the
Park. We hope to improve and expand the program this summer.
For the first time, the Recreation Committee offered fall soccer. The
program was geared to instructing children in the fundamentals of soccer.
By the end of the season they were playing games with East Kingston. We are
still in need of portable goals and nets for soccer.
In addition to the new programs, the aerobics is in its third successful
year.
The Committee is pleased that a portion of the land on Trundle Bed Lane,
deeded to the town by Allen Lewis, has been designated specifically for
recreational use. We hope to build a new playing field on this land.
The aim of the Committee is to continue to add and expand programs
and facilities to meet the recreational needs of the townspeople. Suggentions
and ideas are encouraged. We thank all the people who volunteered this year




Donna Carter, Geoffrey Coffin, Susan Gilbert, Roy O'Brien, Nancy Roffman
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RECREATION BUDGET 1990
Soccer Program $ 200
Summer Program 500
Playground Equipment Repairs 120
Baseball Field Upkeep 180
TOTAL 1990 APPROPRIATION $1,000
REPORT OF THE RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Kensington initiated its recycling program on Saturday, Dec. 16, 1989
and successfully recycled 3.5 tons of corrigated cardboard, aluminum
cans, plastic bottles, glass bottles and newspaper. Due to the oven/helming
support of the townspeople, we surpassed all expectations requiring bi-
monthly recycling.
We are presently recycling at the town hall on the first and third
Saturday of every month from 9 am to 2 pm. Our goal is to reduce your
tax bill by avoiding tipping fee costs at the Kingston Landfill. In
doing so you are helping to reduce the landfill volume.
Personal recycling bins for your home use, made of recycled plastic,





Transportation to Fremont 1,000
(Oct-Dec.)
TOTAL 1990 APPROPRIATION $5,000
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF KENSINGTON
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1989


































































I hereby certify that the above record is correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
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OF OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF THE TOWN OF KENSINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 1988
AND ENDING JUNE 30, 1989
MODERATOR
THOMAS KERR - TERM EXPIRES 1992
CLERK
MARGARET RUGGERI - TERM EXPIRES 1992
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
LINDA BLOOD - TERM EXPIRES 1990
RICHARD DREW - TERM EXPIRES 1991
HAROLD BODWELL III - TERM EXPIRES 1992
TREASURER
DONNA HALL - TERM EXPIRES 1992
AUDITOR
JOAN T. KALER - TERM EXPIRES 1990
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SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWN OF KENSINGTON, COUNTY
OF ROCKINGHAM, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE UPON DISTRICT
AFFAIRS:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SAID KENSINGTON ON
TUESDAY, THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF MARCH 1990, FROM TEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
UNTIL THE CLOSING OF THE POLLS FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING AT ACT UPON THE
FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
1. TO CHOOSE A MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL BOARD FOR THE ENSUING
THREE YEARS.
2. TO CHOOSE AN AUDITOR FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Kensington,
county of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District
affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Kensington
on Saturday, the tenth day of March, 1990 at seven o'clock in the afternoon
to act upon the following articles.
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and
Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any other officers or
agents of the School District at the same amount as paid in the
previous year.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relative thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action the the
School District Meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year. Said money must be used for
legal purposes for which the School District may appropriate
money; requires a public hearing on the action to be taken; must
not require the expenditure of other School District funds.
4. To choose Agents and/or Committees in relation to any subject
embraced by this Warrant.
5. To see what sum of money the School District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries for School District officials and agents and for the
statutory obligations of the District.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
1990.
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KENSINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 1 1, 19S9
The moderator. Hal Bodwell, called the weetinq to order at 7:tf£
PM.
Les Brings .'led the meeting in the salute to the flan.
Mr. Bodwell stated he would read each article of the warrant as
they were acted on.
A motion was made and seconded to dispense with the reading of the
minutes of the March 5. 1366 School District Meeting.
Mr. Bodwell asked if there were any objections to William Claricy.
Superintendent of Schools. Darrell Lockwood, Assistant Superintendent
of Schools; Frank Scala, Principal; and Susan Hang, Sixth Grade Teacher
addressing the meeting. There were no objections.
ARTICLE _1 . To determine and aoooint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agents of the School District.
Tom Kerr moved that the School District approve compensation for
these officers to remain the same as the current school year. Linda
Blood seconded the motion. The vote was taken and was in the
af f a rmat i ve.
ARTICLE £. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or
Officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relative
thereto.
Mr. Kerr moved to accent ariy reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or Officers that were included in the Town Report. Dick Drew
seconded the motion. There was no discussion. The vote was taken and
was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the District will vote to authorise the School
Board to aooly for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meet inn, money from any source
which becomes available during the fiscal year. Said money
must be used for legal purposes for which the School
E>i strict may appropriate money; requires a public hearing on
the action to be taken ; must not reouire the exoendi ture of
other School District funds.
Tom y.err moved to accept Article 3. Linda Blood seconded the
motion. George Collins asked for clarification of the article. Mr. Kerr
explained that the School District may receive money from other sources
and the article authorizes the school board to expend that money. Mrs.
Yorn asked if the money was not used would the funds do back to the
town. Dick Drew explained that these funds are generally grants applied
for by the administration and are not budgeted funds. Mrs. York stated
that she was interested an tuition refunds. It was clarified that
tuition refunds have no association with monies corning from the sources
ciscussed in Article 3. Tom Kerr stated that his motion was not
intended to cover tuition refunds. The vote was taken and was in the
af f i rmat i ve.
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ARTICLE 4. To choose Agents and/or Committees in relation to any
subject embraced by this Warrant.
Linda Blood moved to pass over this article. Tom Kerr seconded the
motion. The vote was called for and was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. To see what sum of money the School District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for School District officials and agents
and fo^ the statutory obligations of the District.
Tom r<srr- moved to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million.
Five Hundred Eighty-Five Thousand. Seven Hundred Thirty-Five Dollars
(*1 , 585, 73-5) for the suDDort of schools, for the payment of salaries
for School District officials and agents and for statutory obligations
of the District provided however, that following aDoroval by the State
Commissioner of Education of Jr. High and Senior High tuition rates for
19S8-S9 and 3 939-90 the excess of budgeted funds for tuition over the
amount approved for 1986—89 will be returned to the town and the
1986-89 appropri at ion for Jr. High and Sr. High school tuition
will be reduced by the amount of ar>y such excess. Linda Blood seconded
the motion. Dennis Sentenac voiced his concern that there may be art
adjustment in the tuition rate for more years than just 1968-69 and
1969-921 and wanted Mr. Kerr to include "any prior years" in his motion.
After further discussion and after Mr. York noted that the original
motion had been seconded and that it was improper to just include a few
words to sri original motion Mr. Kerr moved to withdraw his original
motion. Linda Blood withdrew her motion. Mr. Kerr then made a motion to
raise the sum of One Million, Five Hundred Eighty-Five Thousand, Seven
Hundred Thirty-Five Dollars <*1, 565, 735) for the suDport of schools,
for the payment of salaries for School District officials and agents
for the statutory obligations of the District oroviried however, that
following approval by the State Commissioner" of Education of Jr. &
Sr.Hinh tuition rates for 1989-90 and 1986-89 and for all pr^icT- years
the excess c<f budgeted funds fr.<v tuition over aporoved tuition for
1988-69 and all prior years will be returned to the town and the 19SS-
89 appropriation for Jr. & Sr, High school tuition will be reduced by
the amount of any such excess. Linda Blood seconded the Motion. Hal
Bodwell stated that the motion contained the total figure for^ the 1969-
90 approori at son and the weet i r/g would vote on it as such. Mr. Bodwell
noted that he had received a request, signed by ten registered voters,
that any matters relating to budget allocations be subject to a written
vote at the School District Meeting ort March 11, 1989 and at each
subsequent School Board Meeting if such a vote is reauested by any one
voter present. Mr. Bodwell stated he would accept the reouest for the
March 11, 19S9 School District Meeting however, the same request would
need to be submitted prior to any subsequent School District Meetings.
Dennis Sentenac asked for clarification. Mr. Bodwell exolaineri that the
main motion would be by pacer ballot and any amendments to the motion
would be done by hand or voice vote. Ms. Melanson asked if teachers
salaries were included in the amount stated in the motion. Mr. Kerr
noted that only current salaries and normal step increases were
included in the stated budget. Mr. Kerr informed the meeting that they
were at impasse with the teachers and that a fact-finder would provide
the board with a report of her findings and that a Special School
District. Meeting would take place later in the Spring to vote on
teachers salaries. Dr. Singer voiced his concern that if the meeting
voted not to accept Mr. Kerr's motion that no monies would be
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appropriated for the school arid asked if the Meeting would have to vote
again in order to appropriate monies- Mr. Bodwell stated they would
and he explained the Palleting process. Ann Noll asked if the Meeting
could vote to rescind the paper ballot vote. Mr. Bodwell answered no.
Mr. Rosencrants addressed the meeting and voiced his concerns that
perhaps the Meeting should to recessed until teachers/ school board
negotiations were concluded. Mr. Kerr answered that it was ar> option
that the town had however, he stated that by not appropriating any
monies at this meeting it would inconvenience the board as far as any
planning for the 1989-90 school year in regard to the appointment of
teachers. Gary Easson addressed the meeting and stated that a raise for
the teachers at this time was inappropriate because of increase in
taxes in the town of Kensington. Mr. Easson also stated that he felt
the administrator's salary was too costly as Mr. Scala was no longer a
teaching principal, Mrs. Kaler asked what the percentage of increase
was at the Kensington School. Mr. Kerr noted that in fact the increase
was less than £34 and the entire budget increase was 954 with 68/4 of that
9% being attributable to tuition at the Jr. & Sr. High School. Mr. Kerr
noted that there was an increase of One Hundred Thirty—Three Thousand
Dollars (S133, 000} of which One Hundred Eight Thousand <*10S, 00fl> was
attributable to tuition costs and Twenty Two Thousand <*SS,000) was
attributable to health insurance. Mr. ><err stated that the school
board has been negotiating with teachers regarding health insurance.
Mr. Rosencrantn asked if teachers had family coverage rather than
single coverage. Mr, Drew answered yes. Mr. Rosencrantz stated he
thought that was unfair and if staff wanted family coverage they should
pay for it. Mr. Kerr stated that the board was trying to negotiate with
the teachers for single coverage. It was asked what kind of insurance
the teachers had and Mr. Kerr answered Blue Cross/Blue Shield JY Plan,
the cadillac of health insurance plans. Mr. Cortes asked for
clarification on what the fact-finder thought with regard to the
insurance issue and stated that a month was too long to wait for a
report. Mr. Kerr explained what a fact—finder does and told the meeting
it would ultimately be their decision to agree or disagree with the
report from the fact-finder. Mr, Kerr noted that the teachers had in
fact agreed to a change in carriers but wished to retain the same basic
coverage along with family coverage for those who have families. It was
moved and seconded to table the article until such time the fact-
finders report is known. A vote on the motion was taken and was
defeated. Ms. Melanson asked if the Twenty Two Thousand Dollars
budgeted reflected current coverage or proposed coverage. Mr. Kerr
stated it was current along with art estimated increase. Mrs. Sowers
asked if everyone who had just voted on the previous motion were
residents of Kensington. Mr. Bodwell stated he felt it was a
resounding no vote. Mr, Worthen addressed the Meeting and noted that
he had only lived in town for three years yet his taxes had almost
doubled and voiced his concern regarding any further increases. Mr.
Worthen stated that homes were devaluating because of taxes and the
town should hold the line on expenditures. Jessie York asked if the
town paid for life insurance for the teachers and Mr. Drew answered yes
that it was part of their contract. Mr. Easson cuestioned the
projected increase in the cost of insurance. After a brief discussion
Mr. Kerr answered that the board did anticipate an increase. Mr.
Easson asked if the board thought of looking into a different carrier.
Mr. Bodwell stated the question had already been answered. Mr. Kutsch
stated that the cost of insurance has become so costly that his coMpanv
now has a large deductible. Mr. Kerr addressed the meeting and gave a
brief history of why the board had agreed to Blue Cross co\>eraQe in the
past but now felt that due to substantial increases they were looking
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for alternate coverage. Mr. York stated he felt the board hart a handle
ori the issue. ft vote was takeri on whether or not to move on the
article. The vote was in the affirmative.
ft paper ballot vote was taken on the root ion. There were One
Hundred Twelve (112) votes cast, Fifty One (51) negative. Sixty One
<61) supported the motion, ftrticle 5 crsirr led.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the School District will vote to support the
following: Whereas: The New Hampshire Depart went of
Education has determined that wore than $£0# million dollars
will be saved for every high school graduating class if
kindergarten is made available to every child, and Whereas:
One third of all children in New Hampshire cannot attend
kindergarten for financial reasons and it is not only
fiscally, but morally the right thing to do. Therefore be it
resolved that: The voters of Kensington urge the members of
the Legislature, the Executive Council and the Governor to
approve legislation which will ensure the availability of
kindergarten to everv child in New Hampshire.
I
Mr. Wadleigh moved to pass over ftrticle £. Mr. Sargent seconded
the motion, ft voice vote was taken and the moderator determined that a
hand vote should be taken. Forty-one voted yes, Fifty-Six voted rio, the
motion did not carry.
Mr. Rosencrantz stated he felt the meeting did not understand the
article and provided the meeting with background information on the
article. Mr. Rosencrantz stated that one—third of the students in New
Hampshire did not attend Kindergarten and he felt this contributed to
the drop-out rate. Mr. Rosencrantz stated that New Hampshire was the
only state east of the Mississippi that did not have a public
kindergarten and that the article would simply send a message to the
legislature that New Hampshire should have state funded Kindergarten.
Mrs. Sowers stated that according to a Boston Globe 'article the state
has a deficit and does not pay for presently mandated programs. Mrs.
Sowers also noted that Hampton Falls had recently defeated the article.
Mr. Rosencrantz noted that New Hampshire must now fund state mandated
programs. Mr. Smith noted that the Boston Globe stated that New
Hampshire is the only state in the nation that does not require public
kindergarten. Discussion was stopped by the moderator as there was no
motion on the floor regarding ftrticle S. Mr, Rosencrantz then moved to
accept ftrticle fc. The motion was seconded by several persons. Mr.
Wadleigh voiced his disagreement with the article stating that even if
the state paid for public kindergarten it is the tax payers who
ultimately pay for it. Mrs. Smith addressed the meeting stating that
studies show that children who have early childhood education do better
in school. Mrs. Smith also noted that New Hampshire has one of the
highest drop-out rates in the nation and that New Hampshire is fiftieth
in the country with regard to state aid and educational expenditures
and it is first in the nation in property tax covering education and
fifth in per capita income. The current formula determines that
Kensington is too rich to receive much aid. ftllison Merill asked if
Kindergarten would alleviate the Readiness Program. Mr. Lockwood
answered that Kindergarten would not alleviate the Readiness Program
because Kindergarten is for children who are not old enough for First
Grade and Readiness is for children who are chronologically old enough
but not development-ally ready for the First. Grade Curriculum.
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Mr. Sarpprit addressed the meeting and stated that Ki nderoarten just
wakes children no to school for thirteen rather than twelve years and
that it would relieve the burden ori first grade teachers so that first
grade teachers do not have to do what they rior-mally do, which in his
estimation is to teach children to read the alphabet, do basic
arit.hr/ieTic and teach language. Mr. Sargent further stated that teaching
first grade is not that difficult and as far as he is concerned do not
do what they are oaid to do. Mr. Lockwood responded that the Article is
a political one and Kindergarten should be mandated and funded ori an
eoualizetf basis by the state. Mr. Lockwood stated that he felt it was
not Mr. Rosencrantr' s intention for the Meeting to discuss the pro's
arid con's of the First Grade curriculum. Mr. Lockwood further stated
that if he were a voter in Kensington he would vote for this article.
Mr. Easson voiced his concern regarding the figure of Two Hundreo
Million Dollars (SSiZiiZi, iZ>i2n2>. 00> being saved and asked was it was state-
wide or district. Mr. Rosencrantr stated that it was state-wide
savings. Mr. Hall, moved the question and it was seconded by several
persons. The vote was taken and it was in the affirmative. Article 6
carried.
ARTICLE 7. To transact ariy other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
Linda Blood addressed the meeting arid noted that this School
District Meeting would be the last for Tom Kerr as be chose not to seek
re—election to the School Boa'rd for the upcoming term. Mrs. Blood noted
that Mr. y.s-rr- has been art asset to the board arid thanked Tom for his
hard work ori behalf of the town of Kensington.
Linda Blood moved to adjourn the meeting and the motion was
seconded by several persons. The vote was taken and was in the





SPECIAL KENSINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
September 30, 1989
The moderator, Tom Kerr, called the meeting to order at
7:00 PM.
Nancy Smith led the meeting in the salute to the flag.
Mr. Kerr stated that if there were no objections he
would accept a motion to dispense with the reading of the
minutes o-f the March 11, 1989 school district meeting.
It was moved and seconded to dispense with the reading o-f the
minutes. The motion carried.
Mr. Kerr introduced Mr. Vander Els, the new principal
and Mr. Lockwood, the Asst . Superintendent of schools. Mr.
Kerr asked i-f there were any objections to Mr. Vander Els,
Mr. Lockwood, or Ms. Ryan or another staff member addressing
the Article. There were no objections.
Tom Kerr then read the warrant
.
ARTICLE I
To see if the District will vote to approve cost items
in the sum of Five Thousand Four Hundred Twenty Two Dollars
($5,422.00) , such sum representing the cost of those
increased economic benefits for teachers to which they are
entitled under the terms of the latest collective bargaining
agreement entered into by the School Board and the Kensington
Education Association. (No appropriation need be made to fund
this Article.)
Linda Blood moved to accept Article I. Dick Drew
seconded the motion.
Hal Bodwel 1 addressed the meeting and noted that in
preparation for the Special School District Meeting the board
had neglected to place a notice in the newspaper allowing for
the Supervisor of the Checklist to hold a meeting in order to
update the checklist. Hal stated that if there were to be a
written ballot at this meeting the persons attending would
possibly need to adjourn the meeting. Hal noted that the
boards' legal council advised them to go ahead with the
meeting and the school board had agreed to respect the wishes
of the meeting regarding the Article.
Mr. Kerr then recognized Linda Blood, Chairman of the
School Board. Mrs. Blood thanked those in attendance for
coming and stated that the meeting was being held basically
for informational purposes. Mrs. Blood stated that the board
had promised that when an agreement was worked out with the
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teachers association they would share that information with
the town. Mrs. Blood noted that because of the change in
school staff and the change in the insurance carrier that the
school budget approved in March contained enough funds to
cover the cost of the recent agreement. Mrs. Blood stated
the change from Blue Cross/Blue Shield to the New Hampshire
School Boards Association's health plan, Assets, would save
the district approximately Eleven Thousand Dollars
($11 ,000.00) . Mrs. Blood stated the board felt that this new
plan was real benefit to the district. Mrs. Blood further
noted that the agreement with the teachers was for a three
year period and the salary schedule reflected a ten percent
(10%) increase for 1989-90, nine and one half percent (9.5%)
for 1990-91, and nine percent (9%) for 1991-92. Linda noted
that the total salary account for 1989-90 would increase 7.09
"-(percent over the 1988-89 budget. Mrs. Blood noted that
because of a Two Hundred Fourteen Dollar ($214.00) decrease
in the truition rate at the Junior High School and because of
the decrease in the actual number of students at the High
School no monies needed to be appropriated to fund this
Article.
Tom Smith then asked the board why they were happy with
the new insurance carrier. Mrs. Blood stated that the rate
was cheaper and the benefits would be the same as the staff
had in the past. Tom asked what the cost was. Mrs. Blood
stated that Assets would cost Eleven Thousand Dollars
($11,000.00) less than Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
There was no further discussion on the Article. Mr. Kerr
then called for the vote.
The motion passed unanimously.
Mr. Kerr asked if there was any furhter business to come
before the meeting. There was none.
The motion to adjourn was moved and seconded by several
persons. The meeting adjourned at 7:10PM.
Respectful 1 y submitted
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Attendance and Social Work
Salaries * 30.00
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TOTAL t 7 ,226 .02
0-f-fice o-f the Superintendent
Purchased Services * 21 ,392 .47












TOTAL $ 78 ,104 .48
BUSINESS
Fiscal
Sal aries * 5 ,404 .83
Operation & Maint. & Plant
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TOTAL * 59 ,630 .56
Pupil Transportation
Purchased Services * 45 ,536..13
Special Ed. Transportation $ 8 ,233 .61
































































REPORT _OF _SCHOOL_D I SIR I CT_ TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 198(3 to June 30, 1989
GENERAL FUND
Cash on Hand July 1, 1988 * 108,215.24
Current Appropriation $ 1,415,733.00
Advance on Next Year's
Ap p r op r i at i o
n
2 ,979.
Revenue -from S t a t e Sources 25 , 34 „ 9
4
Revenue from Federal Sources 0., 00
Received from Tu i t i ons 1,208. 3
2






TOTAL RECEIPTS * 1,489,973.81
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1,598,189.05
LESS BOARD ORDERS PAID 1,4 48,472.55
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1989 149,716.50
September 30, 1989 Donna J„ Hall
Di str 1 ct Treasurer
ADD I TOR ' S CERT .1 F I CATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer
of the school district of Kensington of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1989 and
f i n d t h em c or r ec t i n all r esp ec t s
.
October 10, 1989 Joan T. Kaler
District Audi t o
r
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REPaRT_OF_SCHGOL_D I SIR I CT _TREA3URER
•for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1988 to June 30, 1989
BUILDINB FUND
Cash an Hand July 1, 1988 * 56,681., 58
Received from Sale of Bonds 0.00
Received from all Other Sources 3,204.70
TOTAL RECEIPTS * 3,204,70
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR 59,886.28
LESS BOARD ORDERS PAID 17,495.55
BALANCE ON WAND JUNE 30, 1989 42,390.73
June 30, 1989 Margaret Meyer














































TOTAL RECEIPTS 66196 118490.00 1 10406. 59
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
TOTAL APPROPRIATION VOTED OR
















1 1 00- 1 1
2
GUBST I TUTES SALAR I ES
1.100-370 CURRICULUM DEVELUPME
1 100-564 TUITION - OHS
1100-565 TUITION - HS
1 1 00-6 1 TEACH I NG SUPPL I E5
1100-611 MINI -GRANT
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS





ADD I T I ONAL EQU I PMENT
1100-742 REPLACEMENT EGUIPMEN
1100-751 FURNITURE



















































1 00 1 267 . 00 1 06840 1 . 00
1200-113 SP ED SALARIES 48058.00
1200-118 SP ED AIDES 0.00
1200-290 SP ED CONFERENCES 200.00
1200-330 SP ED CONTRACTED SVS 29122.00
1200-561 TUITION-PUBLIC NH 96920.00
1200-568 TUITION-PRIVATE OUT 0.00





1200.00 SUBTOTAL -SPECIAL EDU 175440.00
1400-610 STUDENT BODY ACT. 150.00
1400.00 SUBTOTAL 150.00
2110-111 ATTENDANCE SERV I CES 30 . 00




2120. 00 SUB TOTAL-GUI DANCE
.' I 50 120 NURSE 'S SALARY
21 30-290 CONFERENCES
2130-330 CONTRACTED SERVICES
-440 REPAIR h, MAINTENANCE
21 50 610 SUPPI
- ..'<• IT-/II
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ftCCI . NUM. DESCRIPTION
22 1 0-US A I DES SAI...AR IES

































































1 908-89 1988-8? 1989-90 1990-91
BUDGET EXPENDITURE BUDGET PROPOSED
. 00 0.00 0. 00 . 00
4000. 00 3971.00 4000. 00 4500. 00
1500. 00 1020.50 1500.00 1500. 00
5500. 00 4991.50 5500. 00 6000. 00
. 00 76.30 . 00 . 00
1602. 00 1517.91 1395.00 1431.00
600 . 00 60 . 00 600.00 600.00
50.00 5.50 50 . 00 50.00
2139.00 1397.07 760.00 2140.00
1030. 00 272.62 1090.00 1030.00
360 . 00 166.88 360. 00 360.00
220.00 198.70 1 35 . 00 955.00
810. 00
605 1 . 00 3694 . 98 4390.00 7376.00
. 00 . 00 224.00 265. 00
. 00 . 00 224.00 265. 00
2S90. 00 2890.00 2390.00 2890.00
21393. 00 21392.47 21390.00 23569.00
0.00 . 00 0.00 . 00
300 . 00 134.00 300 . 00 300 . 00
0.00 . 00 . 00 5000.00
2273.00 4336.02 2425.00 2925.00
400.00 . 00 400.00 400.00
27256.00 28752.49 27405.00 35084. 00
35987.00 46598.67 38506 . 00 40515.00
1000. 00 653.82 1 000 . 00 1000. 00
10438.00 13714.60 11731.00 14266.00
4 225.00 5786.88 5225. 00 3850 . 00
2003.00 1379.21 2003. 00 2003. 00
. 00 . 00 . 00 0.00
1830.00 2210. 25 2175.00 1550.00
. 00 . 00 . 00 . OO
165.00
650. 00 445.00 530 . 00 540. 00
56183.00 70783. 4 3 61170.00 63889.00
5405.00 5404. B3 5219.00 64 60.00
5405.00 5404.83 52 1 9 . 00 6-th0. 00
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KfcNSl IMBTON PES. 3
ACCT. NUM. DESCRIPTION
2540-119 CUSTODIAL SALARIES
2540-122 ASST. CUSTODIAL SAL.
25 40-411 NATURAL GAS
2540 4:12 FUEL GIL
2540-419 ELECTRICITY
2540-414 ELECTRIC HEAT
25*0- WATER S< SEWER










2540.00 SUBTOTAL-OPER. OF PL












2900- 213 LIFE INSURANCE
14 WORKERS' COMP.




900 !60 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.
r 10.00 SUBTOTAL








14360. 16808, , 25
0. 00 . 00 0. 00 . 1
1
SO. 00 69.84 150. 00 0, 00
6694. 00 4693.0/ 5625. 00 5625. 00
7406. 00 5254.05 6351. 00 6410. 00
0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 . 00
. 00 . 00 0. 00 0. 00
2500. 00 25712.36 2500. 00 2500. 00
6063. 00 5095. 15 6337. 00 6935. 00
0. 00 . 00 0. 00 0. 00
50. 00 1 00 . 00 50. , 00 100, , 00
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460< 1-720 BU I LD I IMG CONST . . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00
i 1-730 SITE IMPROVEMENT 0.00 3685.00 O.OO 0.00
4600.00 SUBTOTAL 0.00 3685.00 0. 0.00
5100-830 DEBT SEP - PRINCIPAL 43000.00 43000.00 43000.00 43000.00
5100-84 1 DEBT SER - INTEREST 25504.00 25503.30 22670.00 19836.00
5100.00 SUBTOTAL 68504.00 68503.30 65670.00 6^836.00




Charles, Heather Art $8,115.00
Fluet, Stephen Phys . Ed. $6,105.00
Goodspeed, Donna Speech $3,599.00
Greenwood, Barbara Resource $19,800.00
Haug, Susan Gr . 6 $25,000.00
Hirtle, Bette Gr . 3/4 $19,575.00
Jochums, Claudia Gr . 3 $27,486.00
Kelly, Denise Music $6,803.00
Kilcoyne, Margaret Gr . R/l $22,125.00
Knightly, Mary Gr . 4/A.P. $29,318.00
Lawler, Wendy Gr . 2 $22,675.00
McHugh, Lorna Resource $28,258.00
Ryan, Susan Gr. 5 $27,550.00
Scala, Frank Principal $35,987.00
Streeter, Marjorie Gr . 1 $28,486.00
Waleryszak, Judith Nurse $6,338.00
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William J. Clancy, Superintendent
Darrell J. Lockwood, Assistant Superintendent
Kathleen M. Lynch, Assistant Superintendent
The school year 1989 - 1990 has inuolued a number of
administrate personnel chanyes. Dr. Kathleen M. Lynch has replaced
Dauid Michaud as an Assistant Superintendent with respnsibilities in
Brentwood, East Kinyston and Neiufields. Assistant Superintendent
Darrell J. Lockwood has responsibilities in Kensinyton and Stratham.
The Superintendent has major responsibility for the Exeter School
District and the AAEA Hiyh School, the AAEA Junior Aiyh School and the
Aeyion 18 Uocational Center.
In addition, Exeter welcomed Aichard Keays as Principal of the
Main Street School, Brentwood welcomed Jay Cullen as Principal of
Swasey School, Kensinyton welcomed Gary UanderEls as Principal of
Kensinyton Elementary School, Newfields welcomed Brent Aoyers as
Principal of Newfields Elementary School, and Stratham welcomed
Anne Heisey and Kirk Johnson as Principal and Assistant Principal of
the Stratham Memorial School.
Three communities are enjoyiny the benefits of new school
buildinys. Brentwood, East Kinyston and Stratham opened their
facilities in the fall of 1989, and each buildiny is now in full operation.
The respectiue school boards of SAU 16 are currently studyiny
the AAEA Ayreement with the purpose of determininy what chanyes
would be mutually beneficial to the sendiny districts and receiuiny
district. Forums and studies haue been conducted in many
communities so that the respectiue school boards may ascertain their
uoters position on this complex issue.
Uolunteers continue to be a critical part of the operation of our
schools, and the yenerosity of many citizens has been recoynized by




It is with great pride and much pleasure that I write this report.
Our charge is to provide a climate in which every child has the
opportunity to learn to the fullest potential of his or her abilities.
Our staff strives on a daily basis to provide that opportunity. They do
a -fine job
.
Many new curricular changes have occurred including, but not
limited to; the publishing o-f children's literature on computers in all
grades, a new Voyage of the Mimi series in science for the intermediate
grades, and cooperative learning as part of the mainstreaming of
special needs children into the regular classroom.
There have been quite a few personnel changes this year. First
grade teacher, Marjorie Streeter, left after eleven years of dedicated
service. Bette Hirtle who taught a 3-4 combination class also resigned.
We wish them well . They have been replaced by Marilyn Orr and Vicki
Grady respectively. Art teacher Heather Charles and Physical Education
instructor Steven Fluet have resigned. The new instructors are Kathleen
Hanson and Sheila Lane. Special Needs instructor Lorna McHugh's
position has been filled by Paul LeFevre. Our new nurse Pat Linnemann
replaces Judy Waleryszak and Ardena Plourde is our new Occupational
Therapist replacing Mary Bamford. We wish the professionals who left
Kensington the best of luck in the future and warmly welcome the new
additions to the staff. We are happy to have an intern, Teresa Morin,
who after a successful internship has taken over for Wendy Lawler, who
is on leave. Ruth Brown has been hired as an aide in the second grade.
After thirteen years of exemplary service to the community,
Principal Frank Seal a resigned to pursue a career in the private
sector. The transition a school goes through when there is a
leadership change can be a challenge for all involved. Frank and the
staff have my gratitude for helping to make Kensington Elementary
School an excellent school and thus the transition was that much
easier. Frank's leadership in developing innovative ideas and the
staff's support in nurturing those ideas to fruition has put Kensington
Elementary School on a firm foundation. We wish him well . He will be
missed
.
A note of thanks to the P.T.O. for their support. We are truly
fortunate to have a group of parents so willing to give of themselves
for the benefit of the chidren. From the playground clean-up, to hot
lunches, to help with enrichment activities, your efforts indicate a
true partnership on the learning team. Your attitudes are a model to
everyone. Thank you for your support. You are a vital part of our
school
There are also many private citizens who give time and expertise
to our school as volunteers. We thank you and encourage others to




A -final note of thanks to Darnell Lockwood, Assistant
Superintendent of Schools, and the school board whose unselfish
devotion help us provide quality education -for our youth. Thank you -for
your support
.
Kensington Elementary School is a -fine school . The staff ib
dedicated to excellence. With your continued support we will strive to


































1979-80 38 87 83 170 148 8 156 95
1980-81 38 79 80 159 145 7 152 95
1981-82 38 81 73 154 140 5 145 96
1982-83 38 72 72 144 129 5 134 96
1983-84 38 63 67 130 117 6 123 96
1984-85 38 59 61 120 107 4 111 96
1985-86 38 67 50 1L7 109 5 114 95
1986-87 38 70 66 136 124 6 130 95
1987-88 38 69 58 127 120.2 4. 8 125 96.1
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SAU • 16 SCHOOL CALENDAR 1990 - 1991 160 DAYS
AUGUST-SEPT. 1990
[30]
LBR [4] 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28
[Aug. 30- Exeter Tchrs. only]
Sept. 3- Labor Day
[Sept.4- Teacher Orientation SAU "16]




1 2 3 5
INSRV 9 10 11 T.CNV
15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24 25 26
29 30 31
Oct. 8 - Inservice for all SAU Teachers







































NWYfl 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 INSRV
28 29 30 31
Jan 1 - New Years Day

































Feb. 25- Mar. 1 : Winter Vacation
MARCH 1991 20
W.VAC
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22



























June 1 7 - Last Day for Students IF NO
CANCELLATIONS MP-
4
Exeter Teachers - one day after students
88
INFORMATION FOR KENSINGTON RESIDENTS
RULES & REGULATIONS FOR WASTE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
1. There will be a house to house pickup every Wednesday of each './eel:
2. Waste must be contained in plastic bags or trash containers, not
to exceed a capacity of 30 gallons.
3. Solid waste must be placed at the end of driveway at 6:30 a.m.
4. Weight of any container must not exceed 100 pounds.
5. No brush or stumps will be picked up and no 55 gallon drums are
to be used
.
6. Refrigerators, stoves, washing machines, dryers and tires will be
picked up at a predetermined date.
7. There will be a container placed at the elementary school for the
use of the school, fire house, library, town hall and church.
8. No petroleum products, car batteries or ashes will be picked up.
LICENSING OF DOGS
Each owner of a dog three months old or over must license the dog with
the Town Clerk before May 1st of each year. Each dog over six months
old must have received a rabies vaccination. The certificate of vaccina-
tion is to be presented to the Town Clerk at the time of licensing.
Each dog must wear a collar around its neck; attached to the collar
a metal tag distinctly marked with its license number.
License fees are as follows:
Male 6.00 Female 6 . 00
Neutered Male 3.50 Spayed Female 3.50
Penalties - $1.00 p«;r month after June 1st
JUNK CAR REGULATIONS
New Hampshire Statute requires anyone with two or more unregistered
or old cars no longer intended or in condition for legal use on highways
or used auto parts equal in bulk to two vehicles must obtain a license
or be subject to a $10.00 a day fine and a mandatory injunction to end
the violation by selectmen. New and used car dealers registered as
such are not considered auto junk dealers but must remove junk car from
their premises within 160 days.
Printed on Recycled Paper
